
7D ERGONOMIC RECLINING
OFFICE CHAIR 

使用說明

Manual 



A. The back of chair x1 C. D.

E. Iron sheet G. H.

I. Neck pillow x1 ( straps x2)

Kindly remind you to check that there are no gadgets missing right after you unpack the box 

Head pillow x1

Wheel x5

Chair cushionx1 (including base and footrest)

B.

F.

J.

Armrests x2 (a pair)

Pressure rod

 Five claws base

Decorated Iron sheet ( not a wheel 
for brake)
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7D  Ergonomic Reclining Office Chair /
 explanation of gadgets

a Backup gadgets：cx1、dx1、f-2x1

b For fastening  iron sheet  
   with seatpad       , Screw x2

c For fastening iron sheet  
   with backpad      , Screw x4

d armrest screw nut x4 + head pillow screw nut x2

Allen wrench x1

f-1head pillow screw x2
f-2armrest screw + spring screw x4

Gadgets
information



The protruding size of iron sheet           
      faces upward, use the screw   
to fasten iron sheet on the back of 
chair 

Insert pressure sod         into the 
seat pad 

Use the armrests screw + spring 
pad       to fasten the armrests     , 
then cover the armrests screw nut

f-2

Use head pillow screw        to 
fasten head pillow       on 
seatback      , then cover the head 
pillow screw nut

f-1

Cover the decorated iron sheet

Please insert pressure sod        to 
the central hole of five claws
base

Please insert five wheels        into 
five claws base       's holes

Insert the back of chair         to 
base, use       combine the back 
pad and base

Fasten the straps on concaves of 
seatback         , there are four 
concaves 
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1. Press the adjusting 
     button to adjust the 
    height of head pillow.
2. Hold the head pillow 
     then it's capable of  
     adjusting the angle.

How to use
head pillow

Hold the neck pillow 
to adjust it up and 
down via the straps.

How to use
the neck pillow

1.Holding the waist
   supporter can adjust the 
    the height, There are  
    three levels.
2.Spinning the button can 
    adjust the depth of the 
    waist supporter.

How to use
waist supporter 

c b
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Use the armrests screw + spring 
pad       to fasten the armrests     , 
then cover the armrests screw nut

f-2



Lift higher : Lift the adjusting rod while move 
up your body, the seat will be lifted up.

Lower down : Lift the adjusting rod, the weight 
of the body can make the chair descend.

Lifp up to unlock : Leaning body backward 
or forward can adjust the angle of back of 
the chair.

Press to lock : find the right angle then 
press the rod to fasten the seat back.

Stretch the footrest out. 3

The method of adjusting the height o1

How to stretch the footresto3

Adjust the angle of back of the chairo2
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When you pull out the footrest, 
there will be a sound "ka". It 
shows the position is correct.

Turn the footrest over, then it can 
be used.



Two level height adjustment : move the outer bipod.Pull out the footrest then unfold it so then it 
could be used.

Adjust the height of the footrest

The way to fold the footrest

o4

o5
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37cm42cm

Pull it back into the rack of pad 
of the chair. 

Turn the footrest over, make the 
holes upward.

Fold the outer bipod then put 
it down. 3

Notice

The bearable weight of this product is 130kg. In condition of person laying down, the 
bearable weight is 120kg.
Keep the machine away from fire, humidity and heat.
Don't intentionally add up weight on the chair to prevent it from damage. 
Don't use sharps or knifes to scrape the chair to prevent it from damage.
Adult supervision is recommended while kid is using the chair.
When using footrest, please do not lean anything on it but feet or sit on the footrest to 
prevent it from damage.
The bearable weight of footrest is 80kg. Stamping foot on stool is prohibited.
Please use it in the right way to prevent it from damage.
Please clean it with the wet towel, and use dry towel to absorb water then put it at the dry 
place.
Please do not use this product while you're under a bad mental condition.
In order to make sure that there are good user experience, no hazard to user and no lost 
for others' properties, please do not change the way of product's usage. Please firmly 
follow all the instructions above.
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 Adjust the height o1

The way to stretch the footresto3

Angle of the chairo2
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Product Spec.

46cm

115cm
128cm

MIN

Chair 
cushion

Head pillow

Head pillow

55cm

Chair 
cushion

MAX

115cm

160

66cm

90

38cm

Net weight：18.5KG


